CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
AIR CARGO TRANSPORT SERVICE
JANUARY - MAY 2020

Poor roads and infrastructure make transportation across the country slow, difficult, and sometimes impossible, isolating communities in need of assistance. In case of emergency, the Logistics Cluster facilitates access to an air transport service of last resort, free to the user and open to the entire humanitarian community in the Central African Republic. The priority zones and type of cargo that can be transported are defined by the Humanitarian Country Team and the Inter-Cluster Coordination Team.

42 Flights
25 Organisations supported
6 Destinations reached

190 MT CARGO TRANSPORTED BY AIR

TOP 3 TYPE OF CARGO
Health
Shelter
WASH

ORGANISATIONS SUPPORTED
ACTED ALIMA APADE COOPI CORDAID CSSI EDEN IMC INVISIBLE CHILDREN IRC MDA MSF-B MSF-F OCHA OIM OMS OXFAM PUI SI TGH UNFPA UNHCR UNICEF WARCHILD WFP
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The Logistics Cluster is led by

Information represented in this document is based on the most accurate data currently available from the Field Logistics Cluster staff supporting the emergency response operation. It may be revised or updated as new, or more complete data becomes available.